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Chairman’s Word
Hi all.
Welcome to August.
2012, will be the 50th anniversary of the mk3 Zephyr
& Zodiac range. It got me to thinking of how much
effort we put into cars that where designed to last
only 10-12 years.
We have to find parts/panels that were obsolete 3540 years ago. We also have to remember that things
need changing too. Like diff/gearbox oil, and hydraulic oil in front and rear shocker's.
We go to great lengths to search for brake discs,
shock absorbers, new/re-con dizzy's, rubber seals,
trim pieces,etc.
We spend hours and hours trawling around autojumbles, in all types of weather looking for that elusive
part. And you know what.....
We do a bloody good job.
CONGRATULATIONS.....Keep it up....You're a
genius at what you do.
You are the very reason that clubs like ours exist,
and without your dedication there would be no need
for me to type all this babble, 'cos there would be noone to read it.
Steve M
P.S....Why do people think they are
thinner because they are stood at
the side of their car??????????
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Next Meeting Sept. 12th

CLUB DISCOUNTS
Car Parts, equipment and consumables. www.cesuk.com
or tel: 01244 377 118. Quote account no. NWC003

Orford Green, Warrington
Please remember to take your club membership card with
you in order to claim your discount
DISCLAIMER
Any views or opinions expressed in the NWCC newsletter do not necessarily
represent those of the club, its officers or committee members. No responsibility
can be accepted for inaccurate or misleading information within this newsletter,
Please note: The third party liability insurance which the club has taken out only
covers members when attending events which have been
booked through the club. For other events attended individually,
please make sure you are covered by your own insurance.
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BITS & PIECES
For club polo/sweat shirts contact
Kosi Kare and ask for Mel. Tell
her your a member of NWCC and
choose which design you want.
Standard club colours are blue or
white but you can have the club
logo on any colour, eg: to match
your car. Contact Kosi Kare on
01942 323868.
For other products you can shop
online at www.kosikare.co.uk/.

It would seem that light commercial vehicles are gaining increased
interest.
Observers at a recent auction were
amazed when an Austin A70 Hereford pick-up truck reached almost
£20,000. It is now for sale at a
dealer for £23,900.
On July 19th a Phase II Standard
Vanguard pick-up went to £12,650
at Historics sale at the Brooklands
Museum.

The Department for Transport as
announced that the driving licence
paper counter-part will no longer
John Lawrinson, the mobile auto
be valid after 2014. Those who
electrician who a few of us have
had a need to call, has recently re- only have a paper type of licence
will have to convert to the phototired. However, his son Tony has
card.
taken over the business. He uses
the same phone number, which can The move is designed to aid the
be found on our web site, though if police who will be able to access
you don’t have the internet it is:the database for driver details at
01925 822590.
the side of the road rather than the
driver having to present their liRIP the 100 or so Austin Westmin- cence at a local police station.
ster, and their Wolseley equivalents, that were trashed in a banger
race at the Arlington Stadium near A recent study has shown that two
thirds of young adults are unable
Hailsham in East Sussex.
The Westminster was introduced at to read a map. This mainly due to
the 1954 Motor Show and contin- the introduction of devices such as
ued in production until 1967 with the satellite navigation system.
Those polled were then asked what
101,634 built.
Today, fewer than 500 are thought they would do if they got lost
to exist and a fifth of them were at without their satnav- 51% said
they would ring their parents.
the event.
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ined, X-rated and sent home."

Club Events 201
Tatton Park - 20-21/08/2011

headaches."

Ormskirk Festival - 28 /08/2011

sive."

Cholmondely - 04/09/2011

pated for most of her life, until she
got a divorce."

Widnes - 24th-25th September
Doctors' Comments
On Patient Charts:

still under our car for physical therapy."
resection. However, he took a job as
a stockbroker instead."

her left side for over a year."
but no other abnormalities."
and on the 3rd day it disappeared
completely."
since she began seeing me in 1993."
permission."
old male, mentally alert but forgetful."

suicides."
at another hospital."
been remarkably insignificant with
only a 40 pound weight gain in the
past three days."

Dr. Blank, who felt we should sit on
the abdomen, and I agree."
rapid heart stopped, and he was feeling better."
good health until his airplane ran out
of gas and crashed."
around the room."
department without dressing."
and therefore we will get Dr. Blank
to dispose of him."
uneventfully."

and anorexia for lunch."
chills, but her husband states she was
very hot in bed last night."
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Cholmondley
Castle

Well, we went to Cholmondley
Castle and it rained. That
sounds like a bit of a downer
but actually I think we had a
good day.
On the day before Steve Marran
went to the show field and
marked out our pitch. He devised
a half-circle area with the gazebos
split up at both sides of the plot.
The cars were parked in a crescent
shape with the cars which were
planning to go into the arena at the
front. It made a change to come up
with a different shape to the usual
square/rectangle, although we didn’t
manage to take home a trophy for it.
We had eleven vehicles booked in
and we had 100% turnout. The
weather was changeable all day with
sudden showers followed by sunshine
but we made the most of it.
I’m sure the show wasn’t as busy as
previous years and there was a definite
reduction of auto-jumblers. I noticed on
the way in that the public were being
charged £8 entry each. No wonder it
wasn’t as busy as usual. Jill was even
charged £3.50 for a bacon butty. I’m
pretty sure that won’t happen again.
Anyway, we had the gazebos down in a
bright spell and the trailer packed away
in good time. Thanks to all who helped. I
hope the organisers aren’t going to price
everyone out of the show so that no-one
wants to go anymore because they think
they are being ripped off.
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Tatton Park

then take on a sudden change for
the worse.
Anyway, before the show Paul
Burchall contacted me to suggest
he took the trailer to Tatton on Friday as Steve Marran and Jim Jordan would be there and could
assemble the stand to save time on
Saturday.
We arrived on Saturday morning
to a glorious, sunny morning. The
stand was almost complete so the

I once heard a description of the
Tatton Park show, “Tatton is Tatton is Tatton”. In other words once
you’ve been to one, you;ve been to
them all. However, I think we are

witnessing a change. The show is
just as popular as usual, unlike
some other shows (see Cholmondley report) but we are seeing an
increase in more modern machinery. The autojumble area is also
changing to accommodate the
family visitors. Will the next step
be to start charging to display? I
hope not as I think the show will

first order of the day was to finish
off the details. Some of the usual
autojumble were present but a lot
of them look more like a car boot
sale. I did, however, manage to
find an owner’s handbook and
workshop manual for the Humber.
Sunday proved to be a repeat of
what we’ve seen before, the
weather being the opposite of the
day before. We were dodging
showers all day.
A dry spell saw the trailer packed
away and, after watching for the
queue to thin out, we made for the
exit.
Backfire August 2011
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SORN
by Chris Lee
You may have read quite a bit about continuous insurance and the need to either
tax or SORN (Statutory Off Road Notification) you vehicles. In a nutshell all vehicles in use should be both taxed and
insured and vehicles not in use should be
SORN’d or insured. Failure to follow
these simple rules can incur a big fine.
It is worth noting that the regulations only
apply to vehicles which were used on the
road and therefore had a tax disc after
1998. Vehicles on the old type log book
which have been taken off the road prior
to 1998 do not come under the these regulations.
I have been in correspondence with the
DVLA on this one over the last few
months following issues raised by a couple of entrants on our speed events. The
replies may raise concerns for many
members who have cars either not in use,
stored or even broken up so its worth repeating the correspondence here.
My first email was written solely with the
concerns of the entrants concerns in
mind:
“As the Competition Secretary of a long
established motor club I have been asked
by members about the position regarding
SORN, insurance etc in light of the new
regulations with regard to cars solely used
at motor sport events on private circuits.
The position with purpose built racing
cars appears clear in that they were never
used on road and therefore never had a
V5. The questions concern both saloon
and sports cars which were formerly road
going vehicles and as such did have V5
documentation after 1998.
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These vehicles may have had several engines, gearboxes and even body shells
during their racing careers such that little
of the original vehicle remains. Others
may be completely original other than
modifications required for safety when
racing. All remain motor cars within the
normal definition of the term however.
Can you let me know if the regulations
apply to such vehicles and at what point
they would cease to apply as a vehicle is
changed over the years and engines bodies etc are changed.”
The reply from the DVLA was helpful but
also raised some further questions in my
mind which go beyond the initial concerns and apply to all vehicles:
Dear Mr Lee,
Thank you for your e-mail of 28 February
enquiring about CIE. We are responding
under routine business and not through
the provisions of The Freedom of Information Act 2000.
The position regarding cars or other vehicles used for motor racing and the new
Continuous Insurance Enforcement (CIE)
law would depend on the status of the
vehicle(s) concerned. If the vehicles have
been specifically built for motor racing
and never registered for public road use,
then they would be exempt from CIE as
they are not covered by the Vehicle Excise & Registration Act (VERA). I can
also confirm that pre-SORN vehicles, that
is where vehicles have been kept off-road
since before SORN came into force on 1st
February 1998, are exempt from CIE.
However, if the vehicle is later taxed and
insured for on road use and then subsequently taken off the road again, they
would need to be insured or a SORN
made.
Vehicles that have been registered, taxed
and insured since 1st February 1998 will

under CIE need to be insured at all times
unless a SORN has been made.
CIE does not impact on the requirements
for any insurance that may be required to
cover activities during a motor
race/meeting. Enquiries on types of insurance for these events should be directed to
insurance providers.
We cannot yet confirm the exact date for
the introduction of CIE other than it will
be by this summer (2011). Announcements will be made in the press beforehand and will also be included at
www.direct.gov/stayinsured.
I hope this explains the situation. If you
have any other questions then please feel
free to contact us.
Thanks & Regards
FOI Team
DVLA
I set out my concerns t in a second email
which is set out below:
“Thank you for you prompt reply.
It does clear up several areas of concern to
my members, I will ensure your letter is
published in the Lancashire Automobile
Club Newsletter to get it to all our
members. There are two areas where your
further clarification would help:
Many of our members are classic and vintage car enthusiasts. As such it is not uncommon for them to own a second, donor,
vehicle which is used to provide spares for
the main vehicle to keep it on the road or
allow refurbishment or rebuilding. It is
accepted that the complete donor car will
require to be SORNed no issue there. But
as the vehicle is used up so to speak there
will come a point where little of the vehicle remains. Clarification is needed as to
where the point is reached where the vehicle technically no longer exists. Is is when

the mechanical components have been
removed or when the body/chassis is disposed of. How will this be documented?
Secondly back to cars exclusively for
track use at race or speed events. There
are specific classes for sports cars and saloon cars. Many of these were not purpose built for racing but were once road
going vehicles and as such taxed. Cars
which have been taxed since 1998 clearly
come under the remit of the regulations
and will therefore require to be SORNed
annually. Over the years mechanical
items such as engines and gearboxes etc
will be changed and the vehicle may be
re-shelled (a replacement body) following
accidents. The questions I have been
asked include:
SORN be for the original vehicle
or for the vehicle the shell
(body) came from?

are changed, does the original
vehicle cease to exist?

for the body shell or the mechanicals?

previously taxed motorcycle or
car engine and gearbox fitted
should the new vehicle be
SORNed using the original V5
for the vehicle the engine came
from? (Is there some formula
which will be applied as the percentage of a vehicle needed to
require SORN with points for
engine, gearbox body etc?)
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I know these are long winded but my
members have asked if we can get answers so they can make arrangements to
comply once the regulations come into
force.”
The answer to this email proved somewhat concerning at one level but also
gives a way forward
“Dear Mr Lee
Thank you for your further e-mail of 9
March, about the point at which a vehicle
no longer exists and a SORN declaration
is no longer required. The point at which
DVLA would class a vehicle as no longer
existing is when a certificate of destruction (COD) is updated on the vehicle
record. If you are breaking up the vehicle
yourself, you must either tax it or tell us
you are keeping it off the public road by
making a SORN.
If you still have the key remnants of the
vehicle, e.g. the chassis or bodyshell, and
two other major components e.g. front
and back suspension, both axles, transmission, steering assembly, or engine,
you will need to keep declaring SORN.
Once you dispose of these key remnants
at an Authorised Treatment Facility
(ATF), a COD can be issued to close
down the vehicle record.
Alternatively you can fill in the V5C/3
part of the V5C or the entire V5C, together with a covering letter of explanation, which is dated and signed. Within 4
weeks DVLA should confirm receipt of
your letter, and confirm that you are not
the registered keeper and the tax/SORN
notices should stop arriving every year.
For use in track use or speed events, you
have also queried that if a car is re-shelled
should the SORN be for the original vehicle or for the vehicle the shell body came
from?
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If both cars are still in existence and are
both being kept off the public road and
have been previously taxed since 1988,
then they both come under the remit of
the regulations and SORN should be declared annually until the vehicles no
longer exist.
In answer to your final question on a rebuilt racing car, you can refer to The
Guidelines on how you can register kit
cars and rebuilt or radically altered vehicles (INF26). This leaflet can be downloaded from the Direct Gov website at
www.direct.gov.uk/motoring . The list of
key components can be found in this leaflet.”
To save you the bother the list is shown
below.
Major Components
Chassis or monocoque bodyshell (body
and chassis as one unit) (original or new*)

Suspension (front and back)
Axles (both)
Transmission
Steering assembly
Engine
*Direct replacement from the manufacturers
OK given all that there are a few bullet
points which come out of all this:
of any vehicle you have.

log book, COD or if the V5 has
been revoked – as set out above.
a car used since 1998 make sure
it is SORN’d or insured
still have the log book get a
COD or V5C/3 as set out above
ponents as set out in the table
make sure where they have
come from and their ‘registered
status’ – pre 1998, written off
etc
Chassis or monocoque bodyshell plus two major components listed on the table.
major components from several
vehicles check out the
‘registered status’ of the components – you may have to SORN
the separate bits!!
I hope this helps. As with all things what
happens is really down to how realistically
the regulations are enforced. Given the
DVLA reckons there are well over 1 million registered vehicles without SORN or
insurance there is a fair bet that a number
of these are languishing in lockups, garages or barns as potential donor vehicles
and the registered owners of these vehicles, if caught, face hefty fines.
All you would need are a chassis plus
transmission and engine in your garage
and it could be you!
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